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In a paper co-authored by Shivanandan (1968), we recently des- 
cribed observations of a strong, 	 (5	 5)	 x l0	 watt cm 2 sr, 
diffuse submillimeter flux detected in a rocket flight 	 Because 
this was an unexpected result, we wish now to report that a 
repetition of the observations has given identical results and 
that these results apparently can be fitted into an existing 
framework of related experiments 
Our second set of observations made use of the same liquid 
helium cooled rocket borne telescope (Harwit, Houck and 
Fuhrmann (169 ' ) and InSb bolometer flown earlier 	 We dupli-
cated the conditions of the first flight quite clo&ely, but 
introduced a number of features which removed earlier unc-ertain-
ties
The confirmation obtained in this second flight gives us 
additional confidence that a flux of the order of5 x l0 	 watt 
2 cm 	 sr	 actually exists at altitudes above 120 km 	 We still 
are no closer to deciding whether an atmospheric or an astronomical 
origin is involved, but a number of recent papers (V
	 J	 Bortolot 
Jr , et al (1969', W	 F	 Hoffman and C	 L	 Frederick (1969), 
R	 Cowsick and Y	 Pal (1969), C	 S	 Shen (1969), V	 Petrosian 
et al (1969',	 I	 F	 Gunn and J	 P	 Ostriker (1969), T	 Gold 
(1969', and R	 V	 Wagoner (1969) 	 provide a new perspective for 
understanding of the existence of a submillimeter flux
	 We 
would like to discuss the results of these articles first and 
then return to the actual measurements made in our second flight 
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There are two major indirect means of detecting the exist-
ence of a large submillimeter flux on a galactic or cosmic 
scale	 The first process involves absorption of submillimeter 
radiation by interstellar atoms or molecules and the subse-
quent detection of optical absorption lines originating from 
excited states; the second involves the inverse Compton effect, 
- in which cosmic ray particles interact with the submillimeter 
flux to produce cosmic X and v-rays 
There is also a third, more direct method of observing 
selected point sources and estimating their overall contribution 
to a cosmic or galactic diffuse submillimeter flux 
The first process has been reported on by Bortolot, Clauser 
and Thaddeus (1969, who find an upper limit on an equivalent 
amount of continuum radiation of the order of 10.1 	 watt cm-:2- sr. 
at 1.32-mm  and 0.559 mm	 A third measurement at shorter wave-
lengths lies slightly outside the spectral 	 band covered 
by our observations but yields roughly similar upper limits 
These upper limits appear to lie outside the range-of-our 
observed values if our observed flux had a continuous spectrum 
If the flux is largely concentrated in spectral lines, then 
direct comparison between our measurements and those of Thaddeus 
and Clauser cannot be made 	 The existence of far infrared lines 
within a galaxy has-been predicted recently (Petrosian et al 
( 19 69")	 However, such line structure has usually been thought 
absent from the intergalactic medium because the cosmic redshift
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can cause the integrated spectra of distant galaxies to become 
ashed out We merely wish to point out here that this supposi-
ion is not always correct 	 If strong emission lines were 
active in protogalactic cooling processes, then a powerful line 
flux might be expected from galaxies in an evolving universe, 
so long as the galaxy forming epoch was short and universal 
The line shift observed at any epoch would correspond to the 
time since galaxy formation took place As the Universe grew 
older the lines would shift to longer wavelengths butwoiild not: 
become washed out 
The cosmic ray arguments involve two somewhat different 
problems	 First, the interaction of the highest energy cosmic 
ray primaries	 with a dense extragalactic radiation bath 	 would 
lead to rapid attenuation of the highest energy protons, through 
pion formation	 This would indicate a mutual exclusion of 
extragalactic cosmic rays particles, and strong radiation field 
However, recent computations by Stecker (1968) indicate that 
even the highest energy primaries might survive passage of the 
order of 10 Mpc, through the radiation field we have measured 
More recently Gold (1969). and Gunn and Ostriker (1969) 
have suggested that primary particles even at the highest 
observed energies might be produced by galactic pulsars
	 In 
that case, of course, much of the observed cosmic ray flux could 
be local and this particular argument against a cosmic submilli-
meter flux would disappear.
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The second re1virit cosmic ray process involves the inverse 
Compton effect in which cosmic ray electrons collide with low 
nergy photons, energizing them into the X-. and i-ray spectral 
range	 Recent papers by Shen ( 1969) and Cowsik and Pal (1969) 
suggest that a high submillimeter flux within our galaxy could 
lead to the formation of galactic X-rays observed by Clark et Al. 
(1968 provided that high energy electrons were produced locally, 
within our galaxy. As long as the extragalactic particle flux 
is not too great -- as suggested by Gunn and Ostriker's local 
theory -- a relatively low extragalactic X and è-ray flux would 
also remain compatible with substantial submillimeter energy 
densities 
Finally, Hoffman and Frederick (1969' have recently observed 
an unexpectedly high flux emanating from the Galactic center. Their 
observations, made at 0.1 mm lie outside our . 0 LI. to 1 3 mm band- 
width, but it is clear that subtnillimeter emission from galaxies 
is not well understood and may be very important 
In view of these astrophysical arguments, our observed flux 
could well be extragalactic However, it might also be galactic 
as suggested by Wagoner (1969', or more local	 Further observa- 
tions will be required to decide the issue 
We now turn to a brief discussion of our observations which 
were carried out by an Aerobee borne telescope launched from 
White Sands, New Mexico on December 19, 1969 at 20 20 MST 
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The signal strength recorded by our detector (Figure' 1) was 
identical within experimental error, to that recorded in our 
February 29, 1968 flight	 The statistical fluctuations in 
small in comarison to the uncertainties both measurements are	 p 
in the absolute	 ensitivity calibration of the detector 	 The 
procedures for such calibrations 'in this wavelength range are 
difficult and we have therefore, somewhat arbitrarily questioned 
whether our values could be correct to better than a factor of 2 
In our December flight, we took care to reduce the stray 
radiation, primarily earth shine, that could be incident on the 
detectors	 This was done by moving some of the radiation baffles 
at the front of the telescope further from the detector field 
of view and by additional blackening of these parts 	 In tests 
conducted with visible light, the stray radiation level was 
found to be a factor of 10 less than previously : . ,* ' . We feel that 
these changes are great enough that the observed flux on the 
second flight should have been appreciably reduced if it had 
been due to earth light scattered at the front end of the 
telescope 
In the earlier flight we had suspected outgassing from the 
payload as a possible source of contamination
	 'our..December 19 
flight the bulk of the payload electronics and skin were at a 
temperature 25
	
C higher than in the earlier .
 flight	 The out-
assing problem should have been much more severe
	 Yet the 
ignals observed in the two flights were identical., 
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The portions of the sky that were observed and many other 
details of the observations differed (c f , Figure 2)	 We 
therefore feel quite confident that the observed signal is not 
instrumental and that a flux of order . 5. x 10	 wat cm 2 sr 
must be Laken seriously. 
This work was supported by NASA contract NSR 33-010-026 
The detector used was supplied by K Shivanandan	 We also 
thank our subcontractors, Williams Laboratories, Inc , and 
Pan Monitor Inc	 for their excellent assistaxce on engineering 
problems	 The efforts of Messrs	 I tYunston and V	 Neigh are 
greatly appreciated
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1 
Submillimeter signal strength measured during the December 
19 flight	 NCE denotes the time at which the nose cone is 
ejected	 The two large spikes represent a calibration light 
nd the nose cone seen just after ejection 	 The,-,Vertical' 
cale represents the signal actually telemetered to ground 
I	 is logarithmic with respect to incoming radiation intensity, 
so that the detector noise, which is constant, appears compresed 
at the higher signal levels after 115 sec. ,.Horizontal bars 
denote times at which calibrations were made or the aspect 
camera was pulsed 
Figure 2 
Areas of the sky covered in the February 29 and December 20 
1968 flights	 The telescope had a 50 field of view	 The posi- 
tion of the local zenith at the time of the measurements is 
shown	 The dashed line represents the Galactic plane. 
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